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1. Introduttion 
A study of the land and wlUer resources of the Wadi Rima 
coastal plain (Y AR) was undertaken between 1974 and 
1977 by the Land Resources Division (LRD)aspartofthe 
British Technical Assi$tance programme (Makin, 1977). 
One of the majorproposalsemanating from that study was 
for reSlNcturing the traditional system of spate diversion 
and irrigation. ' 

The Yemen coastal plain ('Tihamah') comprises ex
tensiveatluvial fans and terraces flanking the mountains of 
the interior. Lying close to sea level, the plain is hotanddry 
withashon,erratiesnmmerrainyseason,andevaporation 
exceeding 2 500 mm per year. Mean annual rainfall4e
creases frOm 3S0mm atthefootofthemounqUns,tobelow 
100 mm on the Red Sea coast. In general, only low yields 
of drought-tolerantcropsareproducedandwaterresources 
ate intensively exploited for irrigation, the principallimi
tation to development. 

Irrigation from W adiRima, over the past fivecemuries 
at least, has reached the extent that flows now rarely reach 
the sea. At the time of the LRD study, an estimated 60 
percent of wadi water from the mountains was already 
beingusedforirrigation;anylossesaremo~ythroughbed 

seepage. However. these 'losses' are a major source of 
groundwaterand,sincepumpextractionexceedsrecharge, 
seepage may no longer be considered E.3 a loss. The mean 
annual dischargeofW adiRima onto th:: plain is estimated 
at about 80miUion m'. 

It should be emphasized that the LRD studies, upon 
which the following concepts are based, took place' over 
ten years ago. Developments have sineeproceeded in an 
unforeseen way. Nevertheless. it is believed that the ideas 
from that study are generally applicablt, in similar situ
ations outside the Arabian peninsular. 

1. Traditional Spate Diversion 
The intensive development in the wadi means there can be 
no planning for irrigation without considering existing 
pattemsafland use. A high proportion of wadi water was 
already used for irrigation and extensive areas of the wadi 
were SCUlptured, for canals and field bunds, to make more 
effective use of that water. Complex patterns of land 
tenure and water distribution had evolved over the centu
ries and some effon was devoted to unravelling these, and 
understanding the basis for water allocnion. 
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The whole system comprised 25 canals, fed by low 
rubble and brushwoOd deflectors. and some ten earth bar
rages (aqm) in the downstream reach where spates had 
generally lost momentum. Ideally. the canal iQUlkes were 
set in the wadi bank on the outer side of bends to enhance 
the collection offlood recessiOn and base flows. the intake 
heads being open and uncontrolled., The wadi is partially 
incised within an elevated alluvial fan. so each canal is 
capable of commanding extensive areas without heading
up. 

The area irrigated in any one season with single to triple 
waterings averaged about 6 700 ha out of an estimated 
8 000 ha; some distant fields might only be irrigated once 
or twice in a decade. Other areas have been deprived of 
water through the illegal development of new irrigation; 
here increasing numbers of people claim rights to wadi 
water. Rights to. water feature strongly in the public con
sciousnessand, indeed, have. caused war on more than one 
occasion. Therefore we Jimitedow:approach to improving 
technology within the existing system. rather than intro
ducing radical innovation such as large concrete weirs like 
those in a neighbouring wadi. 

In Wadi Rima a single upstream deflector already ex
isted, which was capable of diverting a significant propor
tion of the flood recession and base flows immeditltely on 
emergeneefrom the mountains. Thishadimportantconse. 
quences for water rights because most of the discharge at 
this point in the wadi consisted onow flows (75 percent of 
themeanannualdischargecomprisedflowsofunder5m3/ 

s)thatcouldbe diverted into canals. Thissingte traditional 
deflector was capable of diverting about 30 percent of the 
total discharge. This accounts for the remarkably high 
level of abstraction by the traditional system; there was 
little scope for improved efficiency through funl1er reduc· 
ing wadi bed seepage. The diversion efficiency per se 
could be regarded as 100 percent since all flows are di· 
verted, the only losses being wadi bed seepage and evapo
ration. Such diversion efficiency means that only limited 
benefit could be derived from structural improvement; 
consequently only limited economic investment could be 
justifIed. 

There is, however, scope for improving the diversion 
mechanism. Shortcomings included: 
o periodic destruction during high flows which, coin

ciding with peak demand for farm labour, was often 
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left un repaired until much of the wet season had 
passed; 

Cl excessive wadi bed and bank erosion, concentrated 
on the outer bends of the wadi, could cause consider
able damage to the canal headworks. Furthermore, 
excessive erosion of the wadi bed and/or the canal 
intake could leave the canal intake at a level higher 
than the wadi; 

Cl differential wadi bed erosion leading to braided low 
flow channels in the middle of the wadi. Low flows, 
therefore, by-pass the inlet. 

To summarize, there are two principal means for gen
erating benefits from wadi restructuring: 
1. More efficient upstream diversion and canalization 

leading to a reduction in waoi bed seepage losses. 
The relatively high level of abstraction efficiency 
already reached here limits the savings to about 10 
percent of the annual discharge. 

2. Improved efficiency and stability of the wadi deflec
tors, enabling two waterings percrop. This would, in 
part, be at the expense of those areas receiving both 
single and multiple waterings. 

The limited additional benefits gained by wadirestruc
turing meant any improvements had to be few in number 
and individually inexpensive; this in turn implied a need 
for several canals to be linked to a single structure insofar 
as social strictures permitted. The problem was, therefore, 
to devise an improved system of wadi diversion which 
would (a) ensure minimal social disruption, (b) increase 
the overall efficiency of water use within a system which 
was already remarkably efficient, and (c) keep capital and 
operating costs to a minimum. If (a) and (b) contradicted 
each other, a balance had to be stru~k. 

3. Proposed Diversion Structure , 
The conventional form of diversion usu lIy incorporates a 
raised weir. This has two advantages: :a) an increase in 
area commanded with commensurate reduction in the length 
of the canal headworks, and/or (b) an increase in diversion 
efflciency due to a greater difference in devationbetween 
weir crest and canal invert. Prospective advantage (a)does 
not appl y in the Wadi Rima contex t since the wadi and its 
associated canal head reaches are elevated on an alluvial 
cone and, as such, are already able to command extensive 
areas. Nor would advantage (b) be significant where water 
rights require a multiple diversion strategy. Thesolebene
fit of raised weirs is from savings in wadi bed seepage
and even this • gain' may be illusory since seepage 'losses' 
recharge groundwater which can be pumped onto high 
value cash crops elsewhere. In any event, the totatcost of 
a series of reinforced concrete structures complete with 
stilling basins. or other energy dis~lpalors. is likely to be 
out of all proportion to the benefit . A new concept has 
therefore been sought. 

The idea was to improve the traditional deflector through 
bed stabilization. making it possible to intercept all low 
flows and direct them towards the canal intake. The struc
tural configuration involves placing a permanent sill flush 
with the wadi bed with a sloping crossfall iowards the 
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intake. Thiscan be achieved on theouter(convex) bends of 
the wadi where most ex istingofftakesare located. Consid
ering the inherent mobility of the wadi bed. the key compo
nentsoftheptoposedstructure.namelythesillitselfandi~ 
downstream protection mattress. need to be constructed of 
flexible materials. Choice of these was determined by a 
number of factors: 
(i) employmel1toflocallabour; 
(ii) use of locally available materials; 
(Hi) ability to sustain the effects of impact, abrasion and 

distortion; and 
(iv) opportunity for local participation in construction, 

and development of a sense of responsibility for 
maintenance. 

All these factors pointed to the selection of gabions. 
Design criteria were based more on the general flood· re
gime of the wadi rather than on the incidence of extreme 
events (unknown but conjectured) upon which the design 
of orthodox raised weirs depends. Life expectancy would 
be considerably less than that of conventional concrete 
structures-but so would be the cost. 

There were no guidelines or standards to follow for the 
hydraulic design of this structure. However, based on a 
flow diversion efficiency then estimated at 50 percent 
(compared with the 30percentefficiency of the traditional 
upstreamdeflector),it seemed necessary to supplement an 
improved upstream gabion diversion structure with simi
lar structures downstream. raising the overall abstraction 
efficiency while fulfilling the demands of traditional water 
rights. The proposed multiple diversion strategy involved 
replacement of the 25 deflectors by seven stabilized ga
bion weirs. The two uppermost structures would divert up 
to SO percent of the annual flow (at rates less than 7.5 m3/s) 
with the balance-mostly. flood flows--diverted by the 
five downstream structures at flow rates up to 5 m' Is. The 
80 percent flow diverted upstream would enter the tradi
tional distribution network via two linking main canals 
running close to the wadi, therefore faeilitatillg water dis
tribution while reducing seepage losses (see figure 1). 

As in all such arangements, the heavy sediment load 
posed problems. Under the traditional system the heaviest 
material remains in the wadi while ('le finer sands and sill 
tend to be carried through the canal system (sometimes at 
scour velocities) to be deposited in the fields. Moreover, 
thebedloadwasdistributed.alongwiththewater,between 
25 diversion sites. Any concentration into much fewer 
sites, especially if located further upstream, was likely to 
lead to aseverel y increased sediment flow in any new canal 
network. To carry this extra load, the canals might have to 
be graded at even steeper slopes than before; large linking 
canals builton such gradients (perhaps 1 percent) would be 
extremely unstable. Although, the compromise strategy 
of multiple diversion allows some spread of sediment at 
the expense of additional wadi seepag~.the impact of these 
additional loads has yet to be tested under field condi
tions-perhapsincorporating suchdevicesascontrol gates 
or silt excluders. 

4. Results or Gabion Trials and Model Tests 
Gabion trials were undertaken in Wadi Rima over two 
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years '(1980-81) to test the durability and behaviour of die 
gabion material (Lawrence, 1982). These trials were con
ducted at tw~ contrasting sites. witfnather different objec. 
tives. 

At the upstream site, die aim was to determine die 
relativeperformanceofa1ternativemat~whensubject 
to the severestpossiblewadi conditions Bysitingdristrial 
within a mountain gorge. the attrition suffered over two 
years would be equivalent to that over a much longer 
period at sites dOwnstream on die Tihamah. Heretbe trial 
structure comprised a O.S m thick mattress laid across the 
gorge and divided into seven discrete panels each con
sttucred of COJI1I'aSdng material specifications. These nmged 
from wire diametersof2.S to 4.0 mm, gabions welded or 
woven, andwithan HOOor galvanized finish; in addition, 
OIlcpanel was surface..finiShed wid! a 150 mm concrete 
skim. 

Over the two yearS. die structure was exposed twice to 
floods of 2S m'ls/m and 20 m'/s/m. width. together with 
several floods of 10 m'/sIm width. MacCafferri 2.7 mm 
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Figure 1 Existing 
canal off-taku and 
proposed diversion 
structures and link 
CaItQ/: 

woven gabion proved most durable on balance. Although 
a concrete skim provided the best proteCtion. the conse
quent lack of flexibility prevents its applicatiori where 
flexibility is required. 

At the downstream site, the aim was to subject a full· 
scale structure to the less severe flood conditions experi
enced in ,the upper wadi reaches of the coastal plain, on a 
long-term basis. to assess actual durability and maintc
nancerequirements. The majority of gabions forming the 
struclUre wae found to be in exceltenlcondition following 
two yeas of exposure. In some areas the stonefill bad 
slumped and some re-packing was necessary if die gabions 
were forming pan of a water diversion structure. This trial 
showed that welded gabion boxes and baskets could be 
used to construct a diversion structure of the type pro
posed, with a reasonable economic life. provided routine 
inspection and maintenance were assured (Lawrence. 1982)~ 
The continuing durability of the struclUre wuconfirmed, 
after six years in silu and notwithstanding lack of mainte
nance during this period. 
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Hydraulic model tfSlS by the HydJaulics ~ Stalioo. 
UK, showed that a bed stabilization diversion arrange
ment. of the type shown in figure 2 and located near the 
mountain front, would be capable of diverting up to 78 
percent of the flow at rates of 2 mS/s or less (Lawrence, 
1983). A second structure, locate'.d 5 km downstream. 
would divert about 10 percent of tI.e flow by-passing the 
first 

Meanwhile the Y AR Government, with World Bank 
support. decided to proceed with wadi restructuring based 
on a more orthodox strategy of a single. raised weiraiming 
to divert up to 90 percent of the flow at rates up to 15 m'/s 
(OHV, 1979). Nevertheless. the gabion trials. outlined 
above. provide valuable information on labour inputs and 
productivity, construction duration, structural problems 
and actual costs of construction, all of which data can still 
be applied to comparable sites elsewhere. 

greater outlay in maintenance and periodic replacement. 
its capital cost is less than 20 percent of that of a compa
rable COACrete raised weir (Table 1). Despite limited eco
nomic benefits and lifeexpectancy ,as well as theemphasis 
placed on local participation and maintenance of long 

Table 1 CostcomparisonofmainpbioastruetareaDd 
a concrete raised weir, Yemen trials (1980) 

cost YR (1000) 

Gabion and other materials 693 
Plant hire 250 
Transport. repairs and fuel 240 
Local labour (wages) 918 

Total (gabion structure) 2101 

S. Comparative costing DHV Estimate for one 
Although a gabion stabilisation structure requires a raised weir and intake 12100 --------------------------------------
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established water rights, the advantage rests firmly with a 
flexible diversion strategy using gabion wadi bed stabili· 
zation structures, utilizing local materials and labour. 

Non-quantifiable advantages of gabion over conven
tional structures may be Summarized as: 
a inexpensive materials allow the siting of several 

down-stream diversions to accommodate local wa
terrights; 

a materials with a relatively short life-span injects a 
degree of flexibility into the system, to accommo
date subsequent changes in water rights; 

Cl the technology is readily adoptee: locally and, once 
mastered, can be applied to neighbouring wadis; 

a low foreign exchange component; and 
a high level of local labour involvement. 

6. Conclusion 
Evaluation of various alternatives for improved spate itri
gationinWadiRima(Y AR)showoomostapproachestobe 
uneconomic (Makim, 1977). Traditional irrigation is al
ready highly efficient and only limited benefits would 
accrue from any improvement. The most economic ap
proach proved to be a low cost strategy using local materi
alsanddirectlabourtobuildgabionstructuresatjustafew 
off-takes. The aim was to stabilize the wadi bed, thereby 
directing low flows into thecanal heads. Subsequent field 
trials and model tests demonstrated the feasibility of this 
approach with regards both hydraulic design and material 
durability. 

Significant economic saving could only be achieved 
by severely curtailing canalization anc:. restricting irriga
tion to a significantly smaller upstream area. This would 
result in greater inequality in water distribution and prob
able social disruption. Legal rights to water in Wadi Rima 
had been embodied in customary law. Water rights had 
evolved through compromise and conciJiation in response 
to the increased pressure of population. Any attempt at 
radical innovation would upset the delicate. if ever-chang
ing, balance ofwatetaUoeation developed over thecentu
rics. An approach based on multiple diversion and link 
canals goes some way to minimizing disruption. 

In Wadi Rima, this solution is no longer applicable 
because a more conventional option was selected. How
ever, wadi bedstabilization has the particular advantages 
of being basedon traditionruoperation, is labour-intensive 
and involves a form of intel11lCdiate ce.chnology) which 
meansitcanbeeonstructed.sustain~andopera&edlargely 
through the efforts oflocal people, As such, the approach 
could havewideapplication beyond th : shores of Yemen. 
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